Identifying X-ray binary (XRB) candidates in nearby galaxies requires distinguishing them from possible contaminants including foreground stars and background active galactic nuclei. This work investigates the use of supervised machine learning algorithms to identify high-probability X-ray binary candidates. Using a catalogue of 943 Chandra X-ray sources in the Andromeda galaxy, we trained and tested several classification algorithms using the X-ray properties of 163 sources with previously known types. Amongst the algorithms tested, we find that random forest classifiers give the best performance and work better in a binary classification (XRB/non-XRB) context compared to the use of multiple classes. Evaluating our method by comparing with classifications from visible-light and hard X-ray observations as part of the Panchromatic Hubble Andromeda Treasury, we find compatibility at the 90% level, although we caution that the number of source in common is rather small. The estimated probability that an object is an X-ray binary agrees well between the random forest binary and multiclass approaches and we find that the classifications with the highest confidence are in the X-ray binary class. The most discriminating X-ray bands for classification are the 1.7-2.8, 0.5-1.0, 2.0-4.0, and 2.0-7.0 keV photon flux ratios. Of the 780 unclassified sources in the Andromeda catalogue, we identify 16 new high-probability X-ray binary candidates and tabulate their properties for follow-up.
INTRODUCTION
The non-nuclear X-ray emission of galaxies is dominated by X-ray binaries, relatively rare systems that contain a compact object in a close binary orbit with an ordinary star. The majority of X-ray binaries are classified based on the type of the companion star. Compact objects which accrete from a < 1 M companion undergoing Roche Lobe overflow are known as low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs), while compact objects accreting from a ≥ 10 M star, usually through the stellar wind, are identified as high-mass X-ray binaries (HMXBs) (Casares et al. 2017 ). X-ray binaries can also be categorized by the type of compact object accreting material from the companion, either a black hole (BH) or neutron star (NS) .
Aside from their value as laboratories for extreme E-mail: rarnaso@uwo.ca physics, XRBs can be used as tracers of galaxy properties. The X-ray luminosity functions (XLFs) of sources within nearby star-forming galaxies are dominated by contributions from HMXBs. When normalized by the parent galaxy's star formation rate, XLFs occupy a narrow band in N(> L) − L space (Grimm et al. 2003) . This trend appears consistent at resolved scales: in the Milky Way, HMXBs cluster spatially close to known active star-forming complexes in the Milky Way's spiral arms (Bodaghee et al. 2012) . Instead of current star formation, LMXBs trace past star formation (via a galaxy's stellar mass) and current stellar density. Many LMXBs are found in the globular clusters of galaxies where they can be created through dynamical encounters enabled by the high stellar densities (Verbunt & Lewin 2006) . Consequently, the fraction of a galaxy's LMXBs that are found in globular clusters increases with the specific frequency of globular clusters (Maccarone et al. 2003 ). In addition, low mass stars comprise the bulk of the stellar mass in any stel-lar population, so LMXBs within a galaxy can trace their host galaxy's stellar mass (Gilfanov 2004 ).
Identifying X-Ray Binaries
While understanding the physics of X-ray binaries is best accomplished through detailed study of Milky Way sources, population studies of X-ray sources in the Milky Way are challenging. Distances to individual sources can be highly uncertain (Gandhi et al. 2019 ) and dust and gas in the disk obscures our view along important lines of sight. External galaxies have all sources at effectively the same distance. We can resolve the structure of nearby galaxies at a favourable viewing angle while still detecting a substantial fraction of their X-ray source populations. The advent of high spatial resolution, sensitive X-ray observations in the Chandra era has permitted the study of X-ray sources in nearby galaxies on resolved scales. To use XRBs as a probe for galaxy structure and properties, accurate determinations of the XRB count in a population are required. Nearby galaxies, with their large angular sizes, can have X-ray source lists contaminated by Xray active foreground stars in the Milky Way or background AGN. Depending on the X-ray energy bands used, supernova remnants in the same galaxy can mimic the appearance of X-ray binaries (Grimm et al. 2003) . The preferred method to resolve this source confusion is to identify infrared or visible-light counterparts, where spectroscopy can separate AGN from expected XRB counterparts. In addition, sources that are spatially extended at longer wavelengths can be identified as associated with distant galaxies and therefore likely AGN, while sources that have high proper motion or an extreme optical to X-ray flux ratio can be identified as foreground stars (Vilhu & Walter 1987; Guillot et al. 2009; Saeedi et al. 2016) . Multiwavelength observations of X-ray binary candidates may not be available or practical due to crowding, extinction, or large distance.
In the absence of multiwavelength observations, differentiating bright extragalactic XRBs from background AGN, foreground stars (fgStars), and supernova remnants (SNRs) can be accomplished using the unique signatures in their X-ray spectra. In Figure 1 we show an X-ray spectrum for the most luminous source of each type in the direction of M31, where data have been taken from Vulic et al. (2016) and Williams et al. (2018) . XRBs detected in nearby galaxies are generally well-described by an absorbed power-law with spectral index Γ ≈ 1.7 (e.g., Colbert et al. 2004 ), although this depends on numerous physical properties that affect their observed spectral states (for a detailed review, see Done et al. 2007) . XRBs in different spectral states have been successfully identified in nearby galaxies with the inclusion of NuSTAR data; the additional spectral curvature in the hard energy band at 10 < E < 25 keV can serve to identify XRB types and differentiate them from AGN (Wik et al. 2014; Yukita et al. 2016; Vulic et al. 2018; Lazzarini et al. 2018) . This type of classification is beyond the scope of this paper and is only feasible in the nearest galaxies because of the lower angular resolution of hard X-ray observations. AGN residing in resolved galaxies can readily identified in high-resolution optical images that show the galaxy as an extended source. With only X-ray data, simple techniques may or may not distinguish AGN and XRBs. AGN are Figure 1 . Chandra X-ray spectra of point source types detected in the direction of M31. The spectral shape of each source type is unique across the Chandra energy band of 0.5 − 8.0 keV, assuming sufficient source counts. In the low-count regime, advanced techniques such as ML are required to differentiate sources.
known to have power-law spectral indices similar to XRBs, with Γ ≈ 1.7 for unobscured AGN (e.g., Svoboda et al. 2017) , whereas heavily absorbed AGN have lower values of Γ. The background AGN spectrum shown in Figure 1 has a powerlaw slope of 1.4, and is thus easily distinguished from the XRB spectrum. For unabsorbed AGN, or low-count sources in which spectral fitting is not possible, different approaches are necessary.
SNRs and fgStars both have soft X-ray spectra that separates them from XRBs and AGN. SNRs are separated into two classes: sources that have a thermal component dominating the X-ray spectrum at E < 2 keV (shell-like) and power-law dominated sources (Crab-like; pulsar wind nebulae) (Vink 2012) . SNRs are typically very soft sources, such as the example shown in Figure 1 , which is described by a shocked ISM component with temperature kT = 0.24 keV. X-ray emission has been detected from both early-type and late-type stars (Schmitt 2000; Güdel & Nazé 2009 ), however, X-ray emission from fgStars is usually attributed to flares from late-type stars (e.g., M-dwarfs; Guo et al. 2016; Tsang et al. 2012) . The X-ray spectra of flare stars are best fit with one-temperature or two-temperature plasma emission models. The fgStar in Figure 1 was best fit with a twotemperature model having kT 1 = 0.6 keV and kT 2 = 2.4 keV.
If neither multiwavelength observations or X-ray spectra are available, classification of extragalactic X-ray sources can make use of the presence of X-ray features unique to compact objects (or neutron stars in particular), such as Type I X-ray bursts or X-ray pulsations. If time-resolved data are not available, then classification is typically done using a combination of X-ray brightness and X-ray colours or hardness ratio. X-ray colour-colour diagrams or colourcolour-intensity diagrams in the 0.5 − 10 keV bands show that certain types of objects tend to cluster together based on, for example, compact object type and pulsating versus non-pulsating neutron stars (Prestwich et al. 2003; Vrtilek & Boroson 2013) ; as discussed above, adding hard X-ray data can help separate some X-ray source types, for exam-ple black hole versus neutron star binaries (Vulic et al. 2018) . Sensitivity limits mean that only the brightest sources are detected in hard X-rays, so the utility of hard X-ray data for classifying large samples of extragalactic X-ray sources is limited. Colour-colour diagrams or colour-colour-intensity diagrams made from observations at softer X-ray energies, such as with Chandra, usually result in approximate decision boundaries that are difficult to constrain.
Machine Learning for X-ray Source Classification
One approach to overcoming the approximate decision boundaries found through simple colour-colour or hardnessintensity diagrams is to apply machine learning techniques to make optimal use of the information available in lowenergy-resolution X-ray data. Machine learning (ML) can be either supervised or unsupervised; see (Baron 2019) for an overview of applications in astronomy. In supervised machine learning a function/algorithm "learns" outputs based on a previously trained set of paired input/output data. These techniques can predict either as a regression or a classification when applied to new, unknown examples. Machine learning classifiers tend to perform optimally on large datasets with many classified examples and a sufficient number of informative features which can help define a model that discriminates between different desired categories. In astronomy, machine learning has already been used to investigate classification problems where the data may have high dimensionality and is difficult to either model or assign simple classification boundaries. Recently, Ksoll et al. (2018) used machine learning techniques to separate lower main sequence stars from pre-main sequence stars using a random forest algorithm applied to the Hubble Space Telescope (HST ) photometry of 30 Doradus. Machine learning has previously been used to investigate the properties of X-ray binaries. Sonbas et al. (2016) used a learning decision tree algorithm to classify X-ray sources in the Draco dwarf galaxy on the basis of X-ray fluxes in four bands and visible through mid-infrared counterpart photometry. They found that classifications made by their method tend to agree with classifications made with previously established classification techniques (e.g., by Saeedi et al. 2016 ). Gopalan et al. (2015) expanded the colour-colour-intensity diagram classification technique by applying a supervised learning algorithm as a method of demarcating systems containing black holes, pulsating neutron stars, or non-pulsating neutron stars. Lo et al. (2014) employed the random forest algorithm to classify time-varying X-ray sources in the Second XMM-Newton Serendipitous Source Catalog using X-ray photometric time series and spectra and multiwavelength information. Their results indicated a high classification accuracy and the ability to detect unusual objects in their test sample.
Our goal in this work is to improve on previous investigations of the nature of X-ray sources in nearby galaxies by developing a better method of differentiating extragalactic X-ray binaries from other sources using only their X-ray emission. There are two broad science goals that using machine learning classification techniques on X-ray sources can achieve. The first is to aid in computing the X-ray luminosity function for a galaxy, where avoiding contamination by non-XRBs is important, but incompleteness is less critical if it can be quantified and corrected. The second science goal is identifying new XRB candidates for follow-up, where generating a complete sample is important. Supervised ML is most appropriate here, since this is a classification problem: our goal is to identify objects that belong to a specific class (X-ray binary candidates) of which previouslyclassified examples exist. We consider a large dataset of Chandra-detected X-ray sources in the direction of the Andromeda galaxy, M31, and test multiple supervised machine learning algorithms at once. The abundance of multiwavelength data available for M31, such as the HST Panchromatic Hubble Andromeda Treasury (PHAT; Dalcanton et al. 2012) , allows us to evaluate the efficacy of machine learning algorithms at identifying new XRB candidates by independently assessing source classifications.
DATA AND METHOD
As the the nearest large galaxy to our own Milky Way, and the closest spiral galaxy, M31 is similar enough to the Milky Way for sensible comparison of the X-ray source populations. It is viewed at a relatively favourable inclination angle without many of the observational complications inherent to observing the Milky Way itself. M31 has been extensively observed in X-rays with hundreds of sources detected (Stiele et al. 2011; Vulic et al. 2016; Williams et al. 2018) ; its background AGN population has also been extensively investigated compared to other nearby galaxies (e.g. Dorn-Wallenstein et al. 2017; Huo et al. 2015; Meusinger et al. 2010) . This means that M31 X-ray sources represent an excellent test case for machine learning approaches because ML algorithms typically perform much better with higher numbers of classified (and total) examples.
Chandra Data
As our sample dataset, we consider the catalogue of Chandra X-ray sources in M31 from Vulic et al. (2016) . A full description of the catalogue can be found in that paper, however we summarize the key characteristics here. This catalogue resulted from combining all 133 available ACIS-I/S observations of M31 to detect sources in three distinct fields (bulge, northeast, and southwest) at a 0.5-8.0 keV luminosity limit of 10 34 erg s −1 , covering a total area of ∼ 0.6 deg 2 .
In total, the catalogue we use consists of 943 sources. There are more sources than tabulated in Vulic et al. (2016) because we also include sources that did not meet the "probability of no-source" cutoff of 1 × 10 −2 used as a filter in that study. Each source has, in addition to a variety of observational features, the position, median incident energy, mean observed energy, and the photon flux in 16 different energy bands between 0.5-8.0 keV. These energy bands, the ACIS EXTRACT defaults, can often be represented as linear combinations of other energy bands, and as such they are likely to be highly correlated. A source only needs to be detected in one of the 16 energy bands to be part of the catalogue, and for most sources at least one of the bands has a flux that is zero or consistent with zero within error. Lazzarini et al. (2018) . Not shown here are sources in an additional Chandra field in the southwest disk (see Fig. 1 of Vulic et al. 2016) ; these data were used in our analysis but do not overlap with PHAT. The number of classified and unclassified objects per feature varies because some objects have feature values set to zero due to a negative flux or energy being inferred from ACIS EXTRACT.
Andromeda Project and Chandra-PHAT Data
In addition to internal performance metrics, we attempted to validate our technique by comparing classifications from our best-performing algorithms to a classification not based on X-ray source properties. For this, we used data from the Panchromatic Hubble Andromeda Treasury (PHAT), a large multi-year survey that obtained HST photometry for roughly a third of M31's disk in multiple filters across 23 "bricks" of observations (see Dalcanton et al. 2012; Williams et al. 2014 and accompanying articles) . This survey permits some 100 million individual stars and other objects of interest to be resolved. We use the star cluster and background galaxy catalogs of Johnson et al. (2015) , which provide a library of 2,753 clusters and 2,270 background galaxies in the field of M31. These clusters and background galaxies were catalogued from a citizen-science project that classified objects based on their morphology in PHAT images. As Figure 2 shows, only a portion of the Vulic et al. (2016) Chandra data has PHAT coverage. A more comprehensive overlap between Chandra and Hubble M31 observations was provided by the Chandra-PHAT project (Williams et al. 2018 ). This program detected 373 sources to a limiting X-ray flux of 10 −15 erg cm −2 s −1 over an area of ∼ 0.4 deg 2 . Williams et al. (2018) found 188 X-ray sources to have counterpart candidates in the Hubble imaging, including 107 extended background galaxies, 58 point sources potentially associated with M31, 12 foreground stars, 6 supernova remnants and 5 star clusters. Williams et al. (2018) suggested that most of the 58 point source counterparts (whose colours are inconsistent with those of foreground stars) are likely to be background galaxies or binaries in M31 and that X-ray sources without PHAT counterparts are "most likely to be undetected background galaxies and low-mass X-ray binaries in M31." Companion work by Lazzarini et al. (2018) used the Chandra-PHAT and Hubble observations in conjunction with M31 disk observations from NuSTAR and an additional Chandra field in the M31 bulge. These authors identify 15 high-mass X-ray binary candidates and their compact object types, donor star spectral types, and ages. By design, there is little overlap between the Vulic et al. (2016) and Chandra-PHAT catalogues, but there are some sources in common between both these two and the Vulic et al. (2016) and Lazzarini et al. (2018) catalogues.
Classification Scheme
We create a training set by using sources that are classified by Vulic et al. (2016) through crossmatching with sources classified in the literature, principally the XMM-Newton source catalogue of Stiele et al. (2011) . In total, there are 163 previously classified sources, of which 77 are X-ray binaries (XRB), 43 are background active galactic nuclei (AGN), 29 are fgStars, and 14 are SNRs. Since we are primarily interested in the identification of new XRB candidates, we use machine learning algorithms to classify the unknown objects in two ways: first, we consider a multiclass classification where we attempt to classify new objects as XRB, AGN, fgStar, or SNR. Secondly, we consider a binary classification where we attempt to determine if an object is an XRB or not. The multiclass classification allows us to evaluate the viability of classification across multiple object types, while the binary classification allows us to use ML performance metrics (e.g., receiver-operating characteristic curves) that require a two-class formulation of the problem. Additionally, given the small number of classified sources overall (< 200), we can expect that a classification scheme with only two categories will perform better. The binary classification scheme also has a more even distribution of objects between classes, compared to the multiclass scheme.
Feature Construction
In order to evaluate the dataset using machine learning techniques, we must first construct feature inputs for the algorithms. In order to construct distance-independent features, we divide each of the fluxes by the broad band 0.5-8.0 keV flux. We therefore use, for each energy band, the ratio of the flux emitted in that particular band to the total flux measured. Our final list of features consists of the fifteen ratios, the 0.5-8.0 keV flux, and the median incident and observed energy of each source. The number of sources which have a non-zero value for each feature in both the classified and unclassified sets is given in Table 1 . As the Table shows , the ratio of classified to unclassified datapoints is about 1:5.
Since uncertainties may result in measured photon fluxes that are negative or that exceed the overall 0.5-8.0 keV photon flux, it is possible that computing flux ratios may yield aphysical values that are negative or greater than 1. Crowding near the bulge may make 0.5-8.0 keV fluxes unexpectedly smaller because of contamination from nearby sources -ACIS EXTRACT handles crowding by shrinking extraction regions. Since the extraction regions contain all of the available counts, the 0.5-8.0 keV flux is more likely to be affected by this crowding than other bands. For physical reasons, we set the photon flux ratios to be zero if they are less than zero, and to one if they are greater than one.
Algorithms
To explore the dataset using machine learning algorithms, we use supervised learning algorithms from the Python sklearn package, version 0.19.1 (Pedregosa et al. 2011 ). These algorithms use a set of already-classified training data as input for classifying new data. Since training and evaluation of a dataset of this size is relatively quick, we evaluated multiple algorithms at once. Each algorithm used has a number of initialization parameters, also known as "hyperparameters," which change the fitting behaviour of the algorithm. We evaluated each of these hyperparameters by performing a one-dimensional search over gridded values of the hyperparameter to look for the best value. The scoring for the best value is specified by the user -in this case we used the cross-validation score (see subsection 3.1 for an explanation) as the determinant of the best estimator. In many cases, there was no obvious trend for a "best" value for a given hyperparameter. In cases where there was a clear "best" value of the hyperparameter, we use (and specify) that value. Otherwise, we use the default value of that hyperparameter. We tested multinomial logistic regression, Gaussian naive Bayes, random forest, a linear support vector classifier, and a multi-layer perceptron neural network. We chose to evaluate these algorithms since they are commonly used machine learning algorithms for a variety of classification tasks.
Logistic regression is a generalized model-fitting technique similar to linear regression, except that it attempts to fit to probability of class membership instead. In general, it assumes that class membership is linearly separable in the feature space. Based on results from simpler techniques of classifying X-ray sources, such as hardness ratio diagnostics, we do not expect that our categories of Xray source are linearly separable in the feature space. However, logistic regression provides a useful baseline comparison and could be considered similar to a simple classification cut made in the feature space. In our logistic regression model, we used the following sklearn hyperparameters on the sklearn.linear_model.LogisticRegression() function: balanced class weights, one-versus-rest multi-class handling, L1 penalty with a SAGA (Stochastic Average Gradient with support for L1 regularization) solver, inverse regularization strength = 1.0 and a stopping tolerance of 0.001.
Gaussian naive Bayes is a model that produces conditional class probabilities using a Bayesian formulation with the additional assumption that all features are conditionally independent from each other given the class label. Since our feature set is not conditionally independent in general, it also provides a useful baseline for comparison. We trained the naive Bayes algorithm sklearn.naive_bayes.GaussianNB() using default parameters.
The random forest method uses the aggregate results of an ensemble of decision trees that have been fit on a subset of features and samples. Each of these decision trees uses a loss function to divide up the samples by segmenting the feature space until all of the "leaves" contain samples of only one type. In this case, the loss function is a function that optimizes feature space segmentations (branches of the decision tree) to have samples of only one type with the fewest number of segmentations. The random forest classifies new samples as the classification returned from the majority of the decision trees in the forest.
Although individual decision trees are highly biased towards the subsample of data/features they fit from, in aggregate the random forest is not strongly biased by its training set. In addition, random forest algorithms are typically useful even in cases when features are not normalized and when there are a relatively small number of features in the dataset. We trained the random forest sklearn.ensemble.RandomForestClassifier() using 500 decision trees, with balanced class weights, made splits using an entropy/information gain loss function, and with a maximum tree depth of 80.
Linear support vector classification (SVC) is a technique which fits a separating hyperplane in the feature space that can be used for classification of future examples. We fit the sklearn linear SVC sklearn.svm.LinearSVC() using default parameters.
Finally, we used a multi-layer perceptron, which is a class of neural network that learns a non-linear function to classify samples. It possesses non-linear hidden layers that learn between the feature inputs and the fitted output. Multi-layer perceptrons are advantageous in that they learn non-linear functions well, but they often require extensive hyperparameter tuning to be effective. We used a multi-layer perceptron sklearn.neural_network.MLPClassifier with 1 hidden layer of 100 neurons, logistic activation, an LBFGS (limited-memory Brodyen-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Schanno algorithm) solver, and a constant learning rate initialized at 0.01.
We also tested the random forest algorithm available through the R randomForest package v. 4.6-12 (Liaw & Wiener 2002; R Core Team 2018) . Given that we find the random forest to have the overall best performance of the sklearn algorithms (see below in Sections 3.1 and 3.2), we wish to compare the random forest implementations from two of the most popular machine learning packages, expecting that they should give similar performance. We used identical hyperparameters to the sklearn random forest (where such hyperparameters could be specified) in order to compare similar realizations of the fitted algorithm.
Algorithm evaluation
We evaluated the algorithms in multiple ways. Firstly, we randomly split the classified samples 70%/30% into a training and test set, training each algorithm on the majority of the samples and testing them on the remainder. This training/test split is a relatively common ratio in machine learning problems chosen to avoid overfitting (e.g., Ksoll et al. 2018) . The accuracy, defined as the number of correct classifications divided by the total number of classifications, was computed on one particular realization of the training/test split. In addition, we computed the recall and precision on this realization of the training/test split, defined per class (e.g., XRB, SNR, AGN, fgStar) as the number of correct classifications of that class divided by the total number of true members of that class (recall) or the number of correct classifications of that class divided by the total number of classified members of that class (precision). For computing the X-ray luminosity function for a galaxy, the precision is our desired metric, since we are looking to avoid contamination but are less concerned with missing XRBs if we are able to estimate the completeness appropriately. For the science goal of finding new XRBs in the population, our desired metric is recall, since we would like to avoid missing any candidate XRBs for followup. Since we have significant class imbalance, we computed the recall and precision as the average score across each class weighted by the number of true instances of that class. The accuracy, recall, and precision of the trained model as applied to the test set are tabulated in Table 2 . We also computed confusion matrices, which track the predicted versus actual class for all objects in the sample set.
Secondly, we performed k-fold cross-validation on the entire classified dataset. In k-fold cross-validation, the dataset is partitioned into k subsamples. Each of the k subsamples is used as validation for a model trained on the remaining k − 1 subsamples, and the cross-validation score is calculated as the mean and standard deviation of the accuracy across each of the k trials. In our cross-validation, we chose k = 5, as it is typically chosen as an intermediate value between high values (which yield excessively high bias) and low values (which yield excessively high variance).
For the two implementations of the random forest algorithm, we assess the relative importance of different features to the final, trained classification algorithm using the mean decrease in Gini coefficient. The Gini coefficient measures the homogeneity of a group of objects. The mean decrease of the Gini coefficient measures the decrease in the homogeneity of objects in each node of the decision tree when a particular feature is removed from all of the trees in the forest (Breiman et al. 1984 ).
RESULTS

Multiclass Results
As can be seen from the results in Table 2 , performance metrics for the algorithms are generally poor in the multiclass scenario. However, based on the metrics (accuracy, recall, precision, cross-validation score), the random forest algorithms (both sklearn and R) tend to have the best performance, and the multi-layer perceptron neural network the poorest. Naively, if the classes were balanced, we would expect that the accuracy should be ∼ 0.25 for guessing randomly. However, we have significant class imbalance, with far more XRBs than any other class. A randomly guessing algorithm would tend to always pick the most numerous class, which would give an accuracy of 77/163 ≈ 0.47. Our algorithms predict better than randomly guessing, however this is not a sufficient baseline for evaluating performance, as class imbalance means that models which always predict the majority class (or classes) will perform well. The main source of poor performance is not classifications of true X-ray binaries. In the confusion matrices for the random forest algorithms, shown in Tables 3 and 4, most of the mis-classifications are of objects other than XRBs, especially foreground stars and supernova remnants, which are both less populated than other classes, and more spectrally similar to each other. The algorithm also has difficulty classifying AGN, which are classified roughly evenly into the three other categories. The two implementations of the random forest algorithm return slightly different results. We can think of two possible explanations for this: one is that there are hyperparameters that cannot be set identically between the two implementations, and the other is that the different result reflects the two algorithms initializing with a different random seed. As suggested by its name, the results of random forest classification are not entirely deterministic, and this is important for potential users to recognize.
Two-class Results
We also consider re-evaluation of the problem as a binary one, where we reassign each object to be defined as either an XRB or a non-XRB. Since identifying new XRB candidates is the primary goal of this ML-based classification, this permits us to pursue a method that is potentially more accurate overall and is not limited by strong class imbalance. In addition, using a binary realization of the problem permits us to evaluate algorithm performance using metrics that can only be applied to binary problems, such as the area under the curve (AUC) of a receiver-operating curve.
As with the multiclass case, we performed both a 70/30 training/test split to the classified samples and used the predictions to generate confusion matrices, accuracy, precision and recall measures. We also performed 5-fold crossvalidation on the classified samples and compute the CV score as the mean accuracy across each of the 5 folds. The scores for each metric are tabulated in Table 5 . In addition, we also create receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curves for the sklearn algorithms. This curve plots the true positive rate against the false positive rate at various classification thresholds for the binary classifier (Spackman 1989 ). The area under this curve (AUC) is interpreted as the probability that the classifier will rank a randomly chosen true positive example higher than a randomly chosen true negative example. As such, a classifier which guesses randomly (or is uninformative) would have AUC = 0.5. We plot ROC curves for the sklearn algorithms in Figure 3 , and tabulate the AUCs in Table 5 . Each of the algorithms gives an AUC significantly better than an uninformative classifier, though once again the random forest implementations (both sklearn and R) tend to give the best overall performance.
The confusion matrices for the random forest algorithms are shown in Tables 6 and 7. In contrast with the multiclass approach, the R and sklearn algorithms return identical confusion matrices. This is most likely due to the binary case being less noisy and having less complex decision trees. These confusion matrices also illustrate the gains in accuracy made by grouping all non-XRB categories togetherthe number of true and false positive XRB sources is similar to the multiclass case. The overall number of incorrect classifications is reduced compared with the multiclass case where the majority of misclassifications were amongst the three non-XRB classes, which are now correctly classified as simply non-XRB sources.
CLASSIFICATION VALIDATION BY CROSSMATCHING
To provide an independent method of evaluating our algorithms' classification strength that is not based on X-ray properties, we make use of the PHAT Hubble imaging survey and the cross-matching between Chandra and Hubble performed by Williams et al. (2018) and Lazzarini et al. (2018) . We compare the random-forest classification of previouslyunclassified Vulic et al. (2016) sources (i.e., our test set) with the optical counterpart classifications by defining a compatibility score which takes into account the differences between the X-ray and optical classification schemes. While 'foreground star' and 'supernova remnant' are classifications in both X-ray and optical schemes, the optical scheme also includes classes such as 'star cluster,' 'point source' and 'nondetection' that are not used in the X-ray scheme. There are also categories which are not the same but do overlap: if an X-ray source is co-located with a PHAT-identified star cluster or background galaxy, it is overwhelmingly likely that that X-ray source is an X-ray binary or AGN, respectively. We consider classifications compatible or incompatible as follows:
• X-ray XRBs are compatible with optical point sources, non-detections, star clusters, and objects of unknown type and incompatible with Hubble galaxies, foreground stars and supernova remnants.
• X-ray non-XRBs (in the binary classification) are compatible with all types of Hubble sources except star clusters.
• X-ray AGN are compatible with optical point sources, non-detections, galaxies and objects of unknown type, and incompatible with Hubble star clusters, foreground stars and supernova remnants.
• X-ray foreground stars are compatible with optical foreground stars and incompatible with all other types. • X-ray supernova remnants are compatible with optical supernova remnants and incompatible with all other types.
The compatibility score for each match is computed by summing the number of objects for which the classifications are compatible and dividing by the number of objects. This comparison does not consider the X-ray sources which do not have an optical counterpart; these could be either XRBs or AGN (see subsection 2.2), our two most populated classes, and do not add much discrimination to the comparison.
We matched the 780 newly classified Vulic et al. (2016) sources with those from Johnson et al. (2015) , Williams et al. (2018) and Lazzarini et al. (2018) , using a tolerance of 1.0 arcsec. 1 We find a total of 10, 14, and 22 matches, respectively; there are five objects in common between the 14 matches with the catalogue of Williams et al. (2018) and the 22 matches with the catalogue of Lazzarini et al. (2018) . There are no overlaps between the matches with Johnson et al. (2015) and the other two catalogues. The detailed match results, with object names and coordinates, are given in Appendix A. For the 10 objects found in the Johnson et al. (2015) cross-match, the compatibility score is 0.9 for the binary random forest classification and 0.8 for the multiclass random forest classification. The incompatible objects are 004248.83+411512.9, classified as a foreground star by our method and 'unknown' by Johnson et al. (2015) and 004325.64+411537.4, classified as non-XRB/AGN by our method and 'cluster' by Johnson et al. (2015) . 2 The compat-1 The value of 1.0 arcsec was chosen to reflect the Chandra centroiding precision and astrometric accuracy; see Williams et al. (2018) . Changing the exact tolerance had minimal effects on the matching results. 2 The surface density of Johnson et al. (2015) clusters is roughly ible objects are classified as either XRBs by our method and clusters by Johnson et al. (2015) , or AGN by our method and 'unknown' by Johnson et al. (2015) . For the 14 objects found in the Williams et al. (2018) cross-match, the compatibility score is 0.86 for both the binary random forest classification and the multi-class random forest classification. The two incompatible objects are classified (with probabilities 0.51 and 0.57) as XRBs by our method and as galaxies by Williams et al. (2018) All 22 of the objects found in the Lazzarini et al. (2018) cross-match have compatible classifications, so the compatibility score is 1.0. Removing the double-counting of objects in common between the Williams et al. (2018) and Lazzarini et al. (2018) catalogues, the overall compatibility score is (8 + 12 + 17/10 + 14 + 17) = 91%. This is in line with expectations from the binary results, as discussed above in subsection 3.2, though we caution that the number of matched sources is still very small.
DISCUSSION
We find that algorithms perform significantly better using a binary approach (XRB vs non-XRB) rather than a multiclass approach. This is expected for several reasons. Firstly, we have fairly significant class imbalance and a low number of classified samples overall. XRBs are the most numerous class and only a handful of supernova remnants and foreground stars are present by comparison. In general, the performance of an algorithm depends strongly on the number of available classified examples; the precise number necessary depends on the structure of the feature space and the desired significance levels (Raudys & Jain 1991) . Secondly, classification using only X-ray emission in the narrow energy range of telescopes like Chandra (e.g., 0.5-8.0 keV) is expected to be insufficient as a discriminating classifier based on theoretical models of emission for different X-ray emitters. However, our results seem to suggest that for the particular case of separating out XRBs, we may be able to use X-ray information to find the best candidate XRBs. Traditional methods using X-ray colour-colour diagrams or colour-colour intensity diagrams have hinted at partial separability between XRBs and other kinds of objects, though often with significant overlap and a dependence on the energy range available (Prestwich et al. 2003) . The hard X-ray range of telescopes like NuS-TAR has been shown to improve separability (Vulic et al.
1.5 arcmin −2 , so the probability of a chance superposition of cluster and the matching area around an X-ray source is low, about 0.1%. Figure 4 . Comparison of feature importances between the sklearn and R implementations of the random forest when the algorithm is trained on the binary realization of the data. Labelled datapoints with "ff" indicate that a feature is a photon flux fraction (relative to the total photon flux across the Chandra band) measured in a particular energy range (in keV). Feature importances are ranked using the mean decrease in the Gini coefficient; features with a lower mean decrease are less important to the classifier. 2018). Our results suggest that using a higher-dimensional approach with this method may yield more useful results. In addition, the use of ML techniques does not require the same kind of modelling assumptions as ordinary regression in determining, for example, a linear decision boundary in a colour-colour plot. Finally, given that our scientific interest is in discriminating XRB candidates from other object types, improving the discrimination between non-XRB types is less important and so a binary classification is sufficient.
Across all of our modes of analysis and performance evaluation (accuracy, precision, recall, CV score, AUC, and confusion matrices), the random forest algorithms (both sklearn and R) tend to give overall the best performance. The superior performance of the random forest is unsurprising, given the following properties of our dataset:
• Few classified examples (< 200 total, some categories with fewer than 20 members)
• Relatively few features (< 20, a number of which are linearly dependent on each other)
• Features that have differing normalizations (most are ratios but there are 3 features that are bounded differently)
• Complex feature space that is unlikely to be linearly separable by category (significant overlap in the feature space between different kinds of object)
Logistic regression tends to work well when feature values make independent, additive contributions to class probabilities. Naive Bayes makes the assumption that features are conditionally independent from each other. Multi-layer per- Figure 5 . Comparison of feature importances between the sklearn and R implementations of the random forest when the algorithm is trained on the multiclass realization of the data. Labelled datapoints with "ff" indicate that a feature is a photon flux fraction (relative to the total photon flux across the Chandra band) measured in a particular energy range (in keV). Feature importances are ranked using the mean decrease in the Gini coefficient; features with a lower mean decrease are less important to the classifier. ceptrons often require significant tuning of hyperparameters in order to be useful (Pedregosa et al. 2011) . Support vector classifiers do not have these same limitations, however they do not provide direct computation of class membership probabilities (in sklearn these are computed from five-fold cross validation instead). The performance of our SVC could likely be improved through tuning of algorithm hyperparameters, including those which account for class imbalance. These results are generally consistent with the properties of random forest, support vector, and neural network classifiers as described by Baron (2019) .
Using our best performing algorithm, namely the sklearn random forest, the prediction of the 780 unclassified sources using the multiclass approach results in 345 candidate XRBs, 321 candidate background AGNs, 101 candidate foreground stars, and 13 candidate supernova remnants. The binary approach identifies only 217 candidate XRBs, while the remaining 563 sources are classified as non-XRB. Not all of the candidate XRBs are equally likely -the probability inferred from random forest is based on the fraction of decision trees that vote for a particular classification. Figure 8 shows the distribution of probability values for the two approaches: for each individual object, the probability values sum to 1.0. In the binary approach, the probability distribution is asymmetric with mean P(XRB) = 0.39 and standard deviation 0.22, indicating that the majority of sources are not classified as X-ray binaries. In the multi-class approach, the probability distributions for the foreground star and supernova remnant classifications peak at low values, indicat- Figure 6 . Feature space for three of the most significant features in the binary approach as determined by the sklearn random forest. Filled symbols represent previously classified sources and empty symbols are the sources classified by the algorithm. We chose to plot the features that are the most distinct yet still have high significance. The piling up of features at 0.0 and 1.0 on each plot is due to the tacking of values outside of this range to these boundaries. Figure 7 . Feature space for three of the most significant features in the multiclass approach as determined by the sklearn random forest. Filled symbols represent previously classified sources and empty symbols are the sources classified by the algorithm. Since a number of the features determined to be most significant are similar, we chose to plot the features that are the most distinct yet still have high significance. The piling up of features at 0.0 and 1.0 on each plot is due to the tacking of values outside of this range to these boundaries in order for the photon flux fractions to be physically interpretable. ing that these classes can be ruled out for many objects. The probability distributions for the AGN and XRB classifications are much broader with means of 0.35 and 0.38, respectively, indicating that distinguishing between these two classes is more difficult. P(XRB) is in very good agreement between the binary and multiclass approaches, with a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.96.
Of the four classes, only the XRB class has probability values above 80%, which is promising for the goal of this work in identifying new X-ray binary candidates. Amongst the candidate XRBs identified by the multiclass random forest approach, 19 have a probability of 90% or greater. Of the candidate XRBs in the binary approach, 16 have a probability of XRB classification (as decided by the random forest) of 90% or greater, all of which are included in the set of 19 high-probability candidates from the multiclass approach. To facilitate follow-up, these high-probability XRB candidates are listed in Table 8 . Four of our high-probability candidates are matched with objects detected by Lazzarini et al. (2018) and are discussed further in that work; the cross-matching information is given in Table A2 . The difference in the number of high-probability XRB candidates can mostly be explained by the difference in classification thresholds. By default, in the binary approach, a source requires 50% + 1 trees to classify it as an XRB to meet the threshold for XRB classification. By contrast, in the multiclass approach, a source requires only a plurality of trees to classify as an XRB, which can be a smaller fraction of trees overall. The difference in the number of high-probability classifica-tions for the binary versus multiclass approach is due to the binary approach giving more accurate classifications overall.
One advantage of the random forest method is that it is straightforward to obtain the relative importance of different features to the final, trained classification algorithm using methods such as the mean decrease in Gini coefficient. We have plotted this value (normalized to sum to 1 for all features) for the sklearn and R random forests in both the binary and multiclass approach in Figures 4 and 5. We find that although there is variation between the two algorithms, both sklearn and R tend to weight the same features as important, and in the binary approach (which we expect to be less noisy overall), we find even stronger agreement.
The parameter spaces for a few of the most important features in the multiclass and binary cases are shown in Figures 6 and 7 . In both cases a number of the features determined to be most significant are similar, so we chose to plot the features that are the most distinct yet still have high significance. As expected, even when plotting the most significant features, there is no clear separating boundary between the categories of sources. In the multiclass plots, supernova remnants and foreground stars tend to have large fractions in the softest bands (those that begin at the 0.5 keV edge of the Chandra range), while AGN are found throughout the parameter space. XRBs and XRB candidates also occur throughout the parameter space, however they tend to cluster at intermediate values of these soft bands. In the binary case, the strip in the parameter spaces occupied by XRBs is narrower than in the multiclass approach. The bi- nary approach-classified XRBs and XRB candidates tend to have some flux in the harder bands (e.g., 2.0-7.0 keV), but they tend neither to be the softest nor the hardest sources in the sample. Curiously, we find that the features judged to be strongly predictive are flux ratios obtained from bands that are less common in traditional hardness ratio analyses, and are not generally measured for Chandra datasets except in the ACIS EXTRACT defaults. Some of these bands, such as 1.7-2.8 keV or 0.5-1.0 keV, tend to be narrower than typical cuts made for flux ratios, whereas others, such as 2.0-4.0 keV and 2.0-7.0 keV, are atypical cuts made for flux ratios even if they are relatively wide slices of the Chandra energy range. Narrower bands are expected to be less useful overall since more counts are needed in order to measure the flux in these bands accurately. Detailed interpretation of the significance of these bands is deferred to future work, though we briefly place the bands selected in context here. Prestwich et al. (2003) plotted different categories of X-ray source in nearby galaxies (including M31's bulge) observed with Chandra using hardness ratios with separations at 0.3-1.0 keV, 1.0-2.0 keV, and 2.0-10.0 keV. Several properties of X-ray sources are noted. LMXBs tend to have spectra described by a power law of photon index 1.5-2 combined with intrinsic absorption. HMXBs appear harder in the Chandra range, with an index of 1-2, though there is a dependence on the accretor type; neutron star XRBs typically have harder spectra than black hole XRBs due to neutron stars having a solid surface (Binder et al. 2015) . Both classes can have emission above 10 keV, though LMXBs and HMXBs are expected to peak above and below 15 keV.
Combined, both classes of XRB are intrinsically harder than supernova remnants, which have soft spectra peaking below 2 keV because of a combination of shock-heated plasma and atomic emission lines (Yokogawa et al. 2003 ). Xray active foreground stars, likewise, also have spectra dominated by optically thin thermal plasma and are expected to show up as relatively soft X-ray emitters (Ducci et al. 2013) . It is likely that low values for the 2.0-7.0 keV and 2.0-4.0 keV bands and high values for the 0.5-1.0 keV or 1.7-2.8 keV bands are being driven by the intrinsically soft SNR or foreground star X-ray spectra. An interesting future study would be to combine SNRs and foreground stars into a single category and use a three-class approach to training and classification. Binder et al. (2015) used this approach on the basis of their similarly expected properties to classify X-ray sources in NGC 55, NGC 2403, and NGC 4214. Notably, their Bayesian approach also included source position relative to the galaxy, which was not available to us since our source coverage is limited to a handful of fields within M31.
The comparison of AGN to XRBs presents a more complicated picture. AGN are described by a power law continuum with index Γ = 1.7 − 2 in soft X-rays, with additional contributions from non-thermal inverse Compton scattering of accretion disk photons by hot electrons above the disk, photoelectric absorption edges due to gas along the line of sight, and relativistically broadened emission lines around 6 keV (Nandra & Pounds 1994; George & Fabian 1991; Morrison & McCammon 1983; Fabian et al. 2000) . It is possible that the relative importance of the 2.0-7.0 keV band in our AGN/XRB discriminiation is due to the relativistically broad iron line present in AGN X-ray spectra.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have constructed a proof-of-concept method for improving classification of X-ray sources in nearby galaxies using machine learning techniques. Our results are summarized as follows:
• After testing a variety of algorithms, we find that random forest classification tends to outperform other classi-fiers, offering an accuracy of ∼ 85% at separating X-ray binaries from other kinds of contaminating X-ray sources. This classification scheme tends to deliver the best precision, which is preferred for computing a population's X-ray luminosity function. It also has the best recall, ideal for identifying new XRB candidates.
• Using a binary approach to classification, we find 16 new strong (probability > 90%) XRB candidates that are suitable as candidates for followup.
• Cross-matching previously unclassified X-ray sources with sources classified using the optical PHAT survey, we find compatible classifications for 37 of 41 objects.
• The X-ray bands which tend to rank highest in importance for classification are typically narrower and/or less commonly used bands, such as the 1.7-2.8, 0.5-1.0, 2.0-4.0, and 2.0-7.0 keV photon flux ratios.
A primary limitation of machine learning techniques is that they tend to offer poor predictive performance for small sample sizes. In our sample, we have fewer than 200 total classified examples, and there is significant imbalance between the four types of X-ray source identified by previous surveys. The number of sources required for accurate classification depends on the desired significance threshold, amongst other parameters (Beleites et al. 2013 ). Additionally, classified samples to use as input for ML methods in astronomical data are typically those objects which are brightest, nearest, and have the longest duty cycles, which may impact new, unclassified samples, if they are distributed in areas of the parameter space where there are few examples available for classification (Richards et al. 2006) .
The most obvious pathway for improvement of our methodology is to include more classified examples in the algorithm training. More broadly, a more useful version of this algorithm would be able to predict X-ray classification for any X-ray source, regardless of expected population. Promisingly, our best performance RF algorithms do not strongly weight the only distance-dependent feature in our feature vector (0.5-8.0 keV photon flux) as a strong determinant in classifying X-ray sources. As such, combining results from surveys of well-studied nearby galaxies will improve our detection algorithm, though caution must be taken. For example, the effect of Galactic extinction along different lines of sight may necessitate additional corrections for absorption so that X-ray sources from different galaxies can be compared to each other. Determining average fluxes from multi-epoch observations may also bias classifications. Other effects which we could take into account for future trained versions of this algorithm would include treatment of uncertainty on the flux ratios used as features, corrections for variability, and consideration of other features such as spatial location relative to galaxy structure and the properties of optical counterparts (e.g, magnitudes in the various PHAT filters for the M31 dataset) as features. When compared with XRBs and AGNs, neither foreground stars or SNRs show rapid variability (Binder et al. 2015) , so a feature which characterizes variability over all observations may be an additional discriminant. Large catalogues of Xray sources, such as the Chandra Source Catalog (Evans et al. 2010) , may also provide a mineable source of classified examples.
We could also improve our classification strength by performing a more detailed investigation of algorithm performance for different values of the algorithm hyperparameters. A deeper study would involve conducting a gridded search that varies all algorithm hyperparameters at once and evaluates algorithm performance at each value using cross-validation or a similar performance metric. Although each particular algorithm can be fit to a particular training set quickly, the number of fits required to do a grid search scales as n i=1 f (i), where i is the number of hyperparameters and f (i) is the number of values tested for the i th hyperparameter. This can easily become computationally timeconsuming to evaluate for all of the algorithms presented in this work. However, a potential future extension would be to perform a more detailed study of the hyperparameter space of the random forest algorithm, since it offers the best performance in this classification task. As discussed above in subsection 3.1, the main source of poor classification accuracy in the multi-class approach is misclassifications of AGN combined with low numbers of foreground stars and supernova remnants. A next generation of ML algorithm which includes multiwavelength properties would hopefully rectify this issue -foreground stars, for example, can often be ruled out on the basis of their extreme optical/X-ray flux ratios. Improved classification and identification of these unknown X-ray sources will enable better understanding of the populations of XRBs inside of galaxies, and may also provide clues about the nature of XRB emission. 
